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MEHAR CHAND MARKET
With stylish boutiques and trendy bistros opening alongside everyday establishments,  

New Delhi’s humble neighborhood bazaar has become an international destination.   

Nur
The four floors of this whimsical housewares and 
furniture emporium brim with patterned dishes,  

armchairs with bold floral motifs and, in an extensive 
kids’ section, pillows shaped like animals and cars. 

71A Mehar Chand Market; nurhome.in

Manan  
Traditional fabrics fashioned into Western silhou-

ettes have made this label a hit with locals for more 
than 20 years. The brand’s two-level boutique offers 

minimalist kurtas (flowy tunics), wide-leg pants, 
georgette caftans and pompom-tasseled scarves.  

115 Mehar Chand Market; manandesign.com

Vintage 31 Bistro & Café by Navya  
 While this bilevel bistro, which opened a year ago, 

serves hearty fare like pork ribs and lamb chops, its 
feminine décor suggests a leisurely high tea.  
31 Mehar Chand Market; +91-11-4905-2255

Tisha 
 For an Indian wedding, this is the place to find 

elegant—and appropriate—bridal- and formalwear. 
Rising designer Tisha Saksena specializes in  

handmade saris and lehengas embellished with 
intricate zardozi and resham work. 

35 Mehar Chand Market; tishasaksena.in

En Inde  
 In addition to a namesake jewelry line, Anupama 

Sukh Lalvani and Sonal Sood’s concept shop carries 
fashion and accessories by local designers, ceramics 

by South African dishware company Wonki Ware and 
minimalist blouses by French label Laurence Doligé. 

125–126 Mehar Chand Market; eninde.com

Nappa Dori
 Designer Gautam Sinha’s accessories label offers 
leather iPad cases and massive vintage-inspired 

steamer trunks, as well as totes and wallets printed 
with images of Indian cityscapes from a bygone era. 

25 Mehar Chand Market; nappadori.com

Kunafa
 With a multicultural ownership—and Syrian, 
Jordanian and Palestinian chefs—this Middle 

Eastern patisserie serves the most authentic bak-
lava in town. Sample versions made with an array  

of ingredients, from cashews to dates.
70 Mehar Chand Market; kunafa.in A
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